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We want this Sheet in this Paper = and print enough to use it in another Paper as a Center-Piece Spread. To EXPOSE what the "NEW THEOLOGY" is = (As OLD as the DEVIL!) You want EXTRA COPIES? We may have them = HOW MANY?)

BAAL!
The Ancient Enemy of God was known as "BAAL!" "BABYLON" was the CITY = "BAAL!" was the Religion. 1888 was Rev. 18. GC 603. TM 89,265. "BLIND Leaders of the BLIND!"
TM 394. "IN OUR PULPITS!" TM 409. "WILL BE FOUND FORNICATORS!" TM 426. "LIVING A LIE!...CLEANSE THE CAMP of this MORAL CORRUPTION, if it takes the HIGHEST MEN in the HIGHEST POSITIONS...FORNICATION is in OUR RANKS...STRENGTHENING and EXTENDING !" TM 427. (From these CREEPS = "CREEPING INTO HOUSES!") "BAAL, BAAL, is the CHOICE!" TM 467-8. "THE STEPS NOW BEING TAKEN BY THE FEW = CANNOT BE FOLLOWED BY THE REMNANT "PEOPLE OF GOD!"" TM 470. "IN THIS TIME OF UNUSUAL PERIL = WE MUST LEARN TO STAND "ALONE!" TM 490. (WHAT ABOUT: "ORGANIZATIONS", INSTITUTIONS" = that they do not like to put in ANY "INDEX!") TM 494. (A BRAND "NEW MOVEMENT" = "WILL COME!" GC 464.) "OUR PEOPLE WERE MOVING INTO LINE!" TM 515. (THE WISE = "JOINED!" "MOVED INTO LINE!" "JOINED!" THE "PROCESSION!" "AND THE DOOR WAS SHUT!"
COL 406.) PROBATION OVER!

THESE ARE "EVENTS" IN THEIR "ORDER!"

As "BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND" go "STEP BY STEP" over to "BAAL" and "BABYLON" and all who follow them = will also take "THE LAST STEP!" Which will be "EASY!" and "POPULAR!" GC 608. T5:80-1. See them "JOIN!" the "OPPOSITION!" GC 608. ("JOIN" THE RIGHT SIDE = ??? NEVER = !!!) Over their DEAD BODY! and it will be: "OVER THEIR DEAD BODY!" T5:211-2.

THE RELIGION OF BABYLON IN A NUT-SHELL

"I AM SAVED!" by "FAITH WITHOUT WORKS!"

GC 471-2. Editor HERMAN OTTEN = "CHRISTIAN NEWS" POB 168, NEW HAVEN, MD. 63068. $15.00 a Year. $18.00 all other Countries. (US FUNDS.) 2 Copies $1.00.

This is a Powerful Break-away LUTHERAN ORGAN = something like "CHRISTIAN BEACON" (McINTIRE.) "THE LAYWORKER"(Dr. RUE) =
that tries to give you BOTH SIDES of any Argument. On the CN EDITORIAL STAFF is DR. John M. DRICKAMER that we took up in our "HELL" Paper. Since he sets forth the Religion of BAAL and BABYLON so ELOQUENTLY = we will quote him so we will see and know where ADVENTISM has been DRIFTING TO SEA without CHART or COMPASS = the SHIP being Piloted by FROOM = ANDERSON = HUDSON = BRINSMEAD = FORD = HEPPENSTALL = (and lesser SPARKS of their own KINDLING=not worth mentioning.) The GHOSTS and GOBLINS of the Past come out in this "HALLOWEEN" Season. DRICKAMER "EDITORIAL" = CN Oct.24, 1988.

WHERE THE "NEW THEOLOGY" WAS BORN: (MY EMPHASIS ADDED THROUGHOUT ALL THESE PAPERS.) (We Do not follow "QUEENSBERRY" or "OXFORD" Rules of "SCHOLARSHIP" in which we are Bound to use: "Doc. = Rev. = Father = Elder" = or other Honorary Titles to what we consider to be only Back-Alley Bums. For that is where you will find the "LAWLESS CULT" = SNEAKING down the Back-Alley = afraid of the "LAW!" Or, as Old RICHARDS said just before he had a massive "STROKE!" = "I know I will NEVER be Saved by my "WORKS!" What was he up to that he could not Face death like PAUL: "I have fought a good FIGHT...I have kept the FAITH...")

BACK-ALLEY DRICKAMER WRITES:) "The main Doctrines of the Bible are the "LAW" and the "GOSPEL." The LAW CONDEMNS...The GOSPEL is the GOOD NEWS. (I did not know that "HELL" was Very "Good News!" H.H.)...the GOOD NEWS that God the Son became a Man to be our Savior. HE=KEPT=THE=FOR=US=IN=OUR=PLACE." (O.K. that's all that needs to be said from p.4.)

The Contest is between the "COMMANDMENTS OF GOD" and the "COMMANDMENTS (LEGALISM!) OF MEN!" THE BACK-ALLEY "LAWLESS CULT" = when they do emerge in PUBLIC = like SATAN in Heaven = OPPOSED to "LAW!" Like the MAFIA = HIRE their MULTI-MILLION $ "LEGALISTS" = (DRICKAMER= WILSON=RAMIK) = to OPENLY DEFY the "LAW!" = these "LEGALISTS" set up their own "LAWS!" and try to "FORCE! every one else to OBEY THEM! (Or they will not be able to BUY or SELL! Rev.13:17.)

MAFIA("BLACK-HAND")ETHICS= (Or LACK of them.) Like the COILING and UNCOILING of the SERPENT = DRICKAMER WRITES:"...there is NO SALVATION but ONLY "DAMNATION" in our WORKS (LAW)...Jesus Christ...died for our Sins in our Place...it depends NOT on us =
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but on Christ...The main Point is not SIN = but "FOR-
GIVENESS." The main Point is not OUR "WORKS" = but
Jesus’ "WORKS." The main Point is NOT "SINAI" but
CALVARY. The main Point is NOT the COMMANDMENTS = but
the CREED...The main Point is NOT "DO AND DON'T" but
"DONE!" (EMPHASIS ADDED.) BRINSMEAD and THE WILSON
"NEW THEOLOGY" ECHOES THE SAME! ONE in MIND and SPIRIT!
THIS SAYS IT ALL! The ADVENTIST "WEEK OF PRAYER"
AGREES = do you? (For further study: Rom. 9:26. 6:15,
2:14. Eph. 4:14.)

What is "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE."

"And the THIRD ANGEL followed them, saying with a LOUD
VOICE..."HERE ARE THEY THAT KEEP THE COMMANDMENTS OF
GOD, and the "FAITH" of Jesus!" Rev.14:9,12. "BLESSED
are they that "DO" His COMMANDMENTS = that they may
have "RIGHT" to the Tree of Life!" Rev.22:14.

BARNHOUSE = MARTIN = PAXTON = DRICKAMER =
"EVANGELICAL" AND "TALMUD" CULTS WRITE:
(MORE DRICKAMER:) "The Question pops up again and
again = What about people who NEVER HAD THE OPPORTUNI-
TY TO HEAR THE GOSPEL? Must they be LOST = DAMNED?
(GO-TO=HELL? H.H.) Is there NO POSSIBILITY for them to
be SAVED."

HIS REPLOY: He does not WANT to Reply. The LAST thing
he WANTS is to REPLY! See the MIND of the PSYCHOLOGIST
= like one playing CHESS = What if I say this? What if
I say that? Better say NOTHING! But he tells what he
thinks is the TRUTH = from a MIND that is LOCKED =
that he will NEVER = NEVER = NEVER ever ADMIT that
ANYONE could be SAVED = by their PERFORMANCE = WORKS =
OBEEDIENCE = DECENCY = HONOR = MERCY = RIGHTEOUSNESS =
MORALITY = JUSTICE = BEHAVIORISM = be a "LAW" unto
themselves. COULD BE NO ONE THERE WHO ASKS: "WHAT ARE
THESE WOUNDS IN THINE HANDS?" ZECHARIAH 13:6.

SAVED! But NEVER HEARD OF JESUS!

GO THROUGH ALL THE NEW TESTAMENT: Find those who go
"BY THE SPIRIT" as OPPOSED to those who obey the
promptings of the "FLESH." "But the FRUIT of the
"SPIRIT" is LOVE = JOY = PEACE...FAITH...against such
there is NO LAW!" Gal.5:22-3. "Now the WORKS of the
FLESH ARE..." GAL.5:19-21. "Ye shall KNOW them by
their "FRUITS!" Matt. 7:16.

CAN DRICKAMER FENCE IN OR CONTROL THE "SPIRIT?"
Can not the "SPIRIT" work on the HEATHEN? John 3:8. Does DRICKAMER presume to set himself up as JUDGE=LEGALIST and EXECUTIONER? Is his FIXATION so UNBENDING that he allows no Room in the Inn = no Room for the "SPIRIT" to move through any Part of the World = even to Answer the Cry of the HEATHEN? So the LEGALIST WRITES: "All attempts to say that there is "SALVATION" apart from the "GOSPEL" = must END UP in "WORKS RIGHT-EOUSNESS." CN Oct. 24, 1988. p.5. (HORRORS! HORRORS! HORRORS!) GOD FORBID! ADVENTISTS in their "WEEK OF PRAYER" = follow these "LEGALISTS" who lay down the "LAW!" that no other "WORKS" amount to a HILL=of=Beans! CHRIST IS IN HEAVEN! THE LAW is in HEAVEN! HE CAN KEEP IT THERE! "THE NEW THEOLOGY" has NO INTENTION of even "TRYING" to Obey. BARNHOUSE=PAXTON=DRICKAMER are their 1988 "LORDS" and "MASTERS" IN REPLY TO THE "LAWLESS" CULT:


WILSON = as did CONSTANTINE = in ECUMENICAL UNION "IN COMMON" with the other Churches as PREDICTED in GC 443-5,606-8. "PROJECT 27" = RH Oct.6, 1988. p.6,7. "IN COMMON" with RAMIK & DRICKAMER = the "LEGALISTS" In- stead of giving the "LOUD CRY" = COME OUT OF HER = MY PEOPLE!...(OR ELSE!) Rev. 18.

OR ELSE WHAT?

(READ THE FULL PAGES = T5:136-7.)

"It is TIME for THEE, LORD, to "WORK": (DIFFERENT than DRICKAMER ORDERS Him to "WORK!") for "THEY" have made VOID=THY=LAW!" Ps.119:126. (READ ALL of TM 373.)

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0

THIS IS THE LAST MESSAGE!

"He that turneth away his ear from hearing the LAW, even his PRAYER shall be ABOMINATION." Prov. 28:9.

"And, behold, I come quickly, and My "REWARD" is WITH ME = to GIVE EVERY man according as his "WORKS" shall be!" Rev.22:12.